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FTU Receives Land Grant 
...................... 11111111116 
We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
Vol. 4 No. 5 FuTUre October 22, 19.71 
133 A.cres Donated 
By Local Couple 
A land grant totaling 133 acres has been donated to the FTU 
Foundation by an Orange County couple to be used for recreation, 
education and agricultural activities. 
Donated by Mr. and Mrs. A T. Mackay, the land is located about 
one-half mile to the west and south of campus. The property extends south 
from FTU Boulevard for nearly 4,000 feet and lies about 900 feet west of 
Alafaya Trail. 
The Mackays' donation 
represents the largest single private 
contribution made to the 
foundation since its beginning in 
1969. 
President Charles N. Millican 
expressed "heartfelt thanks" for 
the land and assured the Mackays 
that the land will be used for the 
expressed purposes and that 
"dilligent planning'' will go into 
development of the site. 
According to Millican, "We are 
deeply grateful to the Mackays for 
their gift to the University 
Foundation and we appreciate their 
confidence in the University." He 
added that "if anyone else in this 
part of the state wishes to give us 
land, we'd be tickled." 
Millican spoke of the history 
behind the land grant, explaining 
that the Mackays indicated an 
interest in donating land to the 
university over a year ago but had 
requested that university officials 
keep the idea quiet until all of the 
legal ramifications could be worked 
out. 
It was within that framework 
that medium Anne Gehman made 
her predication concerning the 
buying of additional land to the 
(continued on page 12) 
Stabbing Reported 
Near Parking Lot 
An FTU student was injured in a 
reported stabbing which occurred 
on campus last Thursday evening, 
according to Director of Security 
John Smith. 
Smith said that there was an 
alleged assault in which a male 
student was injured. He added that 
the student was ·taken to the 
campus infirmary and later 
transported to Winter Park 
Memorial Hospital where he was 
treated an released. 
The assault is said to have 
occurred between 11 and 11: 15 
p.m. on a dirt road adjacent to 
campus Parking Lot 1. Smith said 
the incident is presently under 
investigation. 
The name of the victim has not 
been released. 
Fall Elections Attract 
MR. AND Mrs. A. T. Mackay present President 
Charles N. Millican with the deed to 133 acres of land 
they have donated to the FTU Foundation .. The land, 
1ocatedone-ha1rm11etothewestandsouthorcampus. Poor Voting Turnout 
is to be used for recreational, educational and 
agricultural activities. (Photo by Jon Fin dell) Student Government elections last week hit an all-time low in voter 
----------------------------------------- turnout according to percentage of student population. 
Senate · Approves 
Cultural Subsidy 
The first SG-sponsored "FTU night'' at Rollins College Annie Russell 
Theatre will be Monday, Nov. 1 at 8:30 p.m. 
The special FTU night, the first in a continuing series, was made 
possible by the SG Student Senate last Thursday when it unanimously 
passed a bill creating a cultural events and entertainment subsidies program 
with an allocated budget of $10,000 for the fiscal year 1971-72. 
Campus 
~Glances 
The first student senator election was held in 1969, with a total of 22.2 
per cent voting. The following year 19.2 per cent (approximately 900 
students) voted in the elections. This year, with over 5,000 full-time 
students (a 42 per cent increase over the 1969 student body) only 14.02 
per cent, or under 720 students voted. 
The largest college on campus, --------------
Education, produced the smallest 15.9 per cent: Natural Sciences, 13 
percentage of voters with only 132 p e r cent , and Business 
out of 1,142 (11.5 per cent) voting. Administration, 12.8 per cent. 
The College of Social Sciences Most of the governors of the 
and the College of Humanities and various colleges were elected by less 
Fine Arts both produced 16.6 per than 7 per cent of the constituency 
cent of their eligible voters for the which they will be . expected to 
election. serve. The only exception was Jeff 
The smallest college on campus, Junkins with 9 per cent of his According to SG President Frank 
Santry and Executive Assistant 
Steve Adamic, SG has negotiated 
with a number of local promoters 
and theatre owners to purchase 
tickets at discounts from 35 to 55 or 
60percent. 
will be able to give tickets away." RUNOFF ELECTION that of General Studies, with only constituency supporting him in the 
A runoff election will be held 400 eligible voters, w_as t~e 1third College of Humanities and Fine 
Monday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at largest percentage-wise 1~ the arts. In some cases, such as the 
the Kiosk. The runoff will be number of _actual voters, with 16 College of Education, the candidate 
SG negotiated a deal with 
Rollins to make the FTU night 
possible at a "blanket rate of $600" 
for a special performance of the 
players' first production of the 
year, "Anything Goes,'' a 1934 
Cole Porter musical. 
between · Fred Wheeler and Mike per cent votmg. . . for governor ran unopposed and 
Rodgers for the seat of junior The College of Eninneenng had (Continued on page 4) 
"Over and above the initial block 
rate discount," said Santry, "SG 
will further subsidize a portion of 
the purchase price and resell tickets 
to FTU students at drastically 
reduced prices. In some cases we 
Tickets for the Rollins night will 
go on sale Monday at the SG office 
for 75 cents apiece. "They will be 
(Continued on page 12) 
sen a tor from the College of 
Business Administration. Only 
juniors in that college will be 
eligible to vote and all students who 
wish to vote must have their 
student IDs. 
Millican Reflects On 6 Years 
by Linda Mette! with them, but I must have rocks in Florida as Dean of the College of 
my head.' " Millican explained this Business Administration even prior 
FTU President Charles N. comment by saying that he had to its opening and had been 
Millican celebrated his sixth year at been with the University of South watching, on the sidelines, the 
FTU this week. Those years have · procedures of opening a university. · 
represented countless decisions, Millican then met with the BOR 
interviews, meetings, sleepless Personnel Committee for an 
nights and changes. But they have ' interview concerning his interests 
also included many rewarding days, and the feasibility of a move. The 
chances for personal growth and. subject of the presidency of FTU 
the major responsibility for the was briefly brought up by Millican, 
creation of a state university. ' but no appointment was made at 
The beginning began in that time. 
S~tember 1965 when Millican was The President reminisced about 
contacted by then Board of his subsequent appointment and his 
Regents Chancellor J. Broward thoughts about it. "I was standing 
Culpepper about the possibility of near a channel of water (in Tampa) 
his serving as FTU's first president. thinking of the things to be done in 
Millican said, "Dr. Culpepper asked two. and half years and it scared me 
me a very pointed question: 'Would to death. I just shook to my toes 
I meet with the Personnel because of the multitude of things 
Committee about the FTU to be done. Well, I quickly changed 
presidency.' I had to make my -..----~--....;;;i• that attitude and decided to take 
decision in about five seconds and I President Charles N. Millican one step at a time, one project at a 
said, 'Yes, I'd be delighted to meet fl ts (C -re ec . . . ontinued on page 3) 
I 
THE NEW Kiosk was the site of scattered voting by student$ during 
last Friday's Student Government election. Only 719 of more than 
5,000 eligible voters turned out. One interesting feature of the election 
was continuous coverage by WFTU-TV. Here a WFTU-TV cameraman 
sets up for a broadcast from the Kiosk. (Photo by Ike Spinos) 
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Jr uUl'Jlrt £bitnrtats 
S e c: u r i ty I s .•. 
A Thumb 
And A Blanket 
Last year, "adequate lighting" in the parking lots was promised to 
students after a coed was nearly molested at her car in one of the lots. 
This took place in broad daylight. What would have happened at night 
with no lights or patrolling? 
Last week a male student was stabbed in a still unlit parking facility. 
PERHAPS WE'RE one step closer to last year's promise. It is a shame 
that we have to experience such unfortunate occurrences in order to 
acquire necessities on this campus. 
Early morning traffic toward campus has improved in past weeks. 
Apparently some gave up trying to get to 8 o'clocks on time and 
dropped classes. And many students are simply arriving at 7 a.m. - to 
make sure. 
So now we have an approximately $30,000 traffic light at FTU 
Boulevard and Alafaya Trail. Its purpose? Supposedly to regulate traffic 
--which could have been more easily and more cheaply done with a few 
additions to the already unbelievable shortage of security police. 
OUR MAIN attack_- Granted, there is a shortage of everything but 
students on this campus. The major shortage, of course, is the money 
necessary to combat the shortage of everything _else. 
However, the safety of students and every member of the university 
community should be of utmost importance to university officials and 
Board of Regents and Florida Legislature members whe provide 
deprive and allocate that money. ' 
How can we be assured of safety with a security-to-student body 
ratio of less than 1 to 300? 
WOULD EITHER of the two parking lot occurrences have happened 
if a sufficient number of security officers were employed, allowing 
some to be on patrol of the campus? Would we really need that traffic 
li!#lt if there were ample police to direct early morning and 5 p_m. 
traffic to and from campus? 
It has been estimatmt that by 1980 FTU's staff will include 150 
security police. That figure will include part-time, day, night and 
weekend shifts. We could probably use that number right now. 
How much longer can we justify completely dark parking lots and 
nightmarish occurrences during day and night before some positive 
measures ar~ taken? 
rre 
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•SPIRO' SPIRO WH01 '' 
CORRECTION 
Poetic11llu Vo11rs 
Since FTU does not yet have a formal literary digest, the Fu TUre 
hopes to provide a forum for creative writing by inviting students and 
faculty members to contribute poetry, reviews, commentaries or other 
literary materials for consideration by the editors. 
In the October 15 is.5ue of the 
FuTUre the story headed "Quorum 
Problems Hinder Senate; Santry 
Criticizes Senators' Apathy," 
contained a printing error. The roll 
call from the September 23 Student 
Government meeting indicated that 
Senator Paul Gougelman was absent 
from the meeting when he was not. 
Senator Lee Constantine, listed as 
absent, was also present at the 
meeting, and Senator Joanne Puglisi 
was not listed on the roll call. 
All contributions should be accompanied by a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to insure their proper return. 
The FuTUre editorial staff will carefully consider each contribution, 
but cannot guarantee publication of every article. 
Open The Right Thing 
If in my path a problem falls 
And life seems in a drouth; 
I'll face it with an opei\' mind, 
And not an open mouth. 
My Parking Space 
When pulling from a parking space, 
To enter on the street; 
And a car behind me stops, 
To let me finalize my feat; 
I often wonder if the driver's 
Courteous or not; 
Or is he merely waiting, 
For my little pa~king spot. 
The Tincture Trauma 
It's not so bad to realize 
That someday I'll be gray; 
Because there are a lot of folks · 
Who finally end that way. 
The problem that I'm facing now 
Completely breaks my heart; 
Because I feel most certainly 
I'm just too young to start. 
The Space of Life 
There's the ginger of vitality 
And the sage of many years; 
But the most important spice in life 
Is the salt of all our tears. 
-William C. Van Sickle 
Campus· 
~Glances 
COFFEEHOUSE 
Managing Editor . James E, Couch 
Photo Editor ... Charles Seithel 
Advertising Manager . .James Wald 
Business Manager . Henry Popkin 
Reporters ...... Mike Crites, Tina 
Evans, Weber Ivy, Osler Johns, 
Ann Sperring, Beth Weilenman. 
Photographers ..... Ed Burton, Jon 
Findell, Richard Jack, Ike Spinos. 
Sports . .. . Fred Cay, John Gordon, 
Jerry Jackson, Larry 
Mccorkle. 
Circulation . .......... Paul Rauch. 
The "FuTUre" is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for the students at 
1 Florida Technological University. 
The Coffehouse will be open The editorial opinions expressed 
tonight in the Multi Purpose Room are tho_se of the staff a~d ~ot 
after the VC University Movie neces~anly t~~se o~ the university 
"Jenny " and will feature guitarists or of its admm1stration. . 
' . • The FuTUre reserves the nght to 
a folk band and an electnc refuse to print any letters which are 
harpsichordist. submitted. All letters must bear the 
Admission is free and full name and address of the person 
refreshments will be provided. The ( or persons) submitting them. 
program begins about 10 p.m. names will be withheld upon 
Performers who would like to play request. Address all letters to: 
at the Coffeehouse are invited to Editor, FuTUre, P. 0 . Box 25,000, 
Orlando, Florida 32816. 
stop by the VC office, or contact Entered as third class matter at 
Ross Stuckey at 275-4303. the Post Office at Orlando. Florida. 
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SG's New Budget 
Exceeds $100,000 
President Millican Reflects 
(continued from page 1) 
Student Government's 1971-72 
fiscal budget was approved with 
amendments at the regular 
September 30 Senate meeting. The 
total figure is $119,800.80 which 
represents a cut of $40,000 from 
the original budget request. 
"We were not happy with the 
cut, of course," said SG President 
Frank Santry, "but I am confident 
that with the total approved we will 
be able to provide students with a 
variety of adequate services and 
activities for the year." 
The budget as approved contains 
desigations under five items as 
follows: (1) Office operating 
expenses, $12,650; (2) Projects and 
programs, $60,600; (3) Capital 
outlay, $1,260; (4) Salaries and 
service awards, $13,420; (5) Clubs 
and organizations, $18,000, and (6) 
Unallocated reserve, $13,950. 
The single largest designation, 
listed under the item "projects and 
programs," is $22,350 for the Lake 
Claire recreation project. 
SG met with one drawback in 
the new budget, according to 
San try. "In an attempt to 
cop,solidate miscellaneous 
categories, the University Executive 
Committee (whose job it is to 
approve the budget at the 
administration level) realigned them 
under a single category, unallocated 
reserve. 
"In effect, this makes it 
necessary for us to get line by line 
approval from the Senate for such 
small expenditures as office 
supplies or secretarial raises. 
"We had set up three of the 
items in the budget, office 
operating expenses, capital outlay 
and salaries and service awards, to 
avoid this time-consuming double 
approval." 
The line by line allocation 
approval will be inaddition to initial 
approval of the entire budget, 
Santry added. 
time and one day at a time, making 
sure that the sequence was right. 
This is still my approach." 
When Millican came to Orlando, 
he was the only employe of the 
university and was immediately 
beset with the problems of 
interviewing and hiring a staff. He 
explained his detailed interviewing 
process as a series of three meetings 
which enabled him to narrow down 
the candidates. 
Millican spoke on a variety of 
subjects relating to the presidency 
and university system of today. He 
talked of qualities of importance 
for a university president, citing 
knowing the importance of the 
value of human beings. "All the 
programs, money and buildings are 
nothing without the people that 
make it worthwhile, alive and 
vital," he said. 
He also spoke of a recognition of 
the changing environment, 
"including the social, political, 
cultural, economic and 
technological changes," and a 
recognition of the time, work, 
stamia and determination necessary 
to keep the ultimate goal always in 
mind. "A university president must 
possess a willingness to make 
decisions on very short notice 
without ample background; 
materials and research and to live 
with those decisions whether they 
are right or wrong," added Millican. 
"Drastically" was President 
Millican's answer to a question 
concerning the amount of change in 
the role of the university president 
in recent years. "Ten to fifteen 
years ago, the president was 
responsible for attaining modest 
increases in resources available to 
operate the university, satisfying 
alumni, keeping social contacts 
with the community and 
attempting to provide academic 
leadership for the faculty. Today, 
these are still true, but the 
resources needed are much greater 
now. There ·is no comparison 
between these needs. The president 
must also maintain communication 
with the academic administration, 
have a keener awareness of the 
concerns and problems of faculty, 
staff, students and administrators." 
He also added the importance of 
an attempt on the part of the 
president to gain an understa~ding 
of national and worldwide 
problems and their impact on 
universities. 
Millican spoke of an anticipated ; 
limitation of enrollment for FTU, 
explaining that a bill has been 
prefiled to hold the enrollment of 
FSU, U of F, USF and FTU to 
25,000. "We should reach ttat 
figure by 1980. I would prefer that 
the legislature consider a number 
less than that, in the area of 
10-15,000 instead. We could then 
offer most of the possible majors 
and still not be so big that we 
couldn't maintain some kind of 
communication between groups on 
campus." 
FTU'S GLOBETROTTERS Gourmet, Publications Director James E. 
Couch, demonstrated his dexterity with chopsticks and his knowledgE 
of Oriental cooking during a WFTU-TV special elections broadcast last 
Friday. WFTU-TV also broadcast election results, sporting events and 
other special features during its two days of election coverage. (Photo 
by Chuck Seithel) 
WFTU-TV Features 
Globetrotting Gourmet 
The president was also 
questioned on the state of salary 
raises stagnated by the price freeze. 
"We will need to see the guidelines 
to see if raises are permissible for 
some categories and then do all that 
is reasonablee to see that our 
people get their raises. There will be 
exceptions and our requests will 
definitely be forwarded to the 
appropriate agencies. We are still 
looking for a clear interpretation of 
where the present freeze applies. I 
want to help the President (Nixon) By John Gholdston 
but at the same time, get as much FTU's own Globetrotting Gourmet, James Couch, director of 
money for our people as possible," publications and assistant professor was called on last week during 
said Millican. WFTU-TV's special elections broadcast to exhibit his talents. 
Concerning the parking situation, Couch has recently appeared on Gene Burns' radio show on WKIS to 
Dr. Millican explained the process his knowledge of Oriental cuisine to the show, and has been 
of obtaining funds and manpower scheduled to appear with Doris Ashwell on WFTV early next month, to 
to construct new lots. "Money for demonstrate cooking some of the dishes. 
parking is appropriated to the "Coach" Couch, as he is 
Department of Transportation maliciously known to his slave 
(DOT) and they allocate small labor in the publications offices, her," he added. 
~---------------------------•pmtions ~ fue un~ersili~ This ~e~sewn~ars~h~~~arn~g 
year $800,000 was appropriated to · both how to cook and how to jam 
While on WFTU-TV last week 
Couch created a Japanese dish 
called. Sukiyaki (pronounced 
Ski-yakee) "I enjoy cooking 
Chinese dishes most," he says, 
"because of the variety of dishes 
available." He says that Americans 
seem to like Chinese food in general 
because the SP.ices are usually 
delicate, rather than being harsh, like 
Mexican or German. "Southwest 
China is an exception, however," he 
added. "Most cooks there use large 
amounts of red pepper and nails to 
make the food more exciting." 
IS PACIFISM CHRISTIAN? . 
A booklet on pacifism will be sent to all Wio request it. 
Write today for your free copy. 
·cHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP ACTION 
P.Oo Box 1004 Maitland, Florida 32751 
....,. ......... / / / 
T-om9rrow's Me.rchandising 
Concept •••• Today ! 
There's a 
, 
Pantry Pride Store~ 
Near You •••• Save At It! 
be divided between the nine bamboo shoots up people's 
universities in Florida. DOT has a fingernails. He occupied the rest of 
shortage of manpower to do all of his time in Japan workin~ for the 
the necessary jobs included in U.S. Army, the U.S. Information 
getting parking lots constructed,"' Agency and the English-language 
he said. newspaper, the "Japan Times." 
According to Millican, the FTU The tall, short man has traveled 
allocations of two years ago have around the world twice, once by 
not been used because the plane, and one by junk, and spent 
Department of Transportation has several years in various other 
not been able to accomplish the foreign lands, such as Germany, 
planning for the lots, which is Laos and Washington D. C. He 
followed by bids and actual recommends travel by freighter, 
construction. He added that his because it is luxurious and 
'office spoke with the legislative comfortable, as well as being a good 
delegation from Orange County way to get out of the country for 
·about the parking situation and was an extended length of time. 
received positively. "Jovial James," as his Polish wife 
The six-year picture of the calls him occasionally, does all the 
presidency of Florida Technological cooking around his house. "My 
1 University becomes a little clearer, wife never learned," says Couch, 
1 
but the job has just begun for the "how to do much of anything. She 
·President Millican. The future could does wash dishes well, however." 
! bring many changes for FTU, and ~ctually~' Couch commented, /"she 
' the president will be right where he knows how to load a dishwasher 
has always been· on the top. well. "I still have to turn it on for 
"One thing you have got to 
remember about cooking foreign 
food," he cautioned, "you must be 
able to duplicate t~e materials in 
your home country, or the dish is 
lost in translation." He brilliantly 
observed that "you can't go to 
India whenever you want to cook 
curry." 
Couch graduated from high 
school a number of years back, and 
is living in Oviedo with his wife~ 
Helen, and swimming pool. 
Zales Custom 
Class Rings 
~~ .-..[,,...~ 
STUDENT 
ACCOUNTS 
INVITED 
Custom style your r ing with the school name, 
on the base and with a design or plain setting for the stone. 
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone, black onyx, 
or o d iamond. Oh yes, we'l l engrave your 1n1tials, too. 
PINE HtLp. 
CENTER 
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S.G ~ Election Results 
Governors 
SENIOR 
Gary Rasponi 96 
JUNIOR 
Jim Costello 22 
SOPHOMORE 
James Van Horn 93 
FRESHMAN 
Doug Elliott 120 
GRADUATE 
STUDIES 
Bus. 
Rick Schultz 58 
Jim Brooks 
Jim Schwank 
Run Off 
Mike Rodgers 10 
Fred Wheeler 10 
Martyn Dennis 
Mike Strandberg 
No Official 
Candidates 
Edu. 
Eleonore 
:-Iernandez 57 
Bob Hutchinson 
Audrey Sprague 
(write-in) 
Debbie Hanshew 
Kevin Hopper 
Danny &ott 
Bill Kruskam p 
Mary Richardso 
(write-in) 
No Official 
Candidates 
COLLEGES 
Gen. 
Engr. Stud. 
Donald F. 
Brock 26 Craig Smith 25 
No Official 
Raoul Webb Candidates 
JoAnne Puglisi Skip Tann 
Bruce Gardner Lee Constantine 
Ray Potts Karen Gay 
(Write-in) 
Eileen Hallman No Office 
Hurn. 
Jeff Junkins 41 
Charles Black 
· David Boelzner 
Darwood 
San timer 
(write-in) 
Vickie Rhodes 
No Official 
Candidates 
Nat. 
Sci. 
Robert 
Tarnuzzer 61 
Sandy Jackson 
John Mccann 
Mike Peterson 
Roberta Thomas 
Vickie Auton 
(write-in) 
No Official 
Candidates 
S.S. 
Patti MacKown 55 
Bill Castellano 
Tom McLaughlin 
Paul Gougelman 
Richard Ellenburg 
Billie Kolar 
Elec~ion Ar-ofysis Septuagenarian To Discuss Foods (Continued from Page 1) 
._~~~~~~~-
st ill only mustered 5 per cent of the 
possible votes (57 out of 1,142). 
There are five senators who will 
be serving in the new senate who 
were elected by only one vote. 
While these were all write-ins, there 
is one who will be serving. Elieen 
Hallman, who was officially on the 
ballot and still only received only 
one vote. 
There were 13 positions on the 
ballot which appeared with no 
official candidates. While several of 
those will be filled by write-ins the 
remainder of those must be 
appointed by SG President Frank 
Santry. 
There was only one case of an 
incumbent being defeated. Dan 
Jones, governor of the College of 
Engineering, was defeated by 
Donald Brock. (It is worth noting 
that in the case of the governors, 
whenever two candidates were 
running, the candidate whose name 
appeared on the ballot first won the 
election every time. 
The race for the seat for the 
senior senator from Engineering 
was decided 15 to 0. Bernie 
Kanclerz did not even receive his 
own 'vote of confidence.' 
Monday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. a 
run-off election will be held 
between Fred Wheeler and Mike 
Rodgers for the seat of junior 
senator from the College of 
Business Adminstration. The 
run-off will be held at the campus 
Kiosk. Only juniors in the College 
of Business Administration will be 
eligible to vote in this election. 
Supervisor of elections Gary 
Davis expressed disappointment at 
the turnout of voters last week. "If 
we had had as many voters as we 
did pollworkers the election would 
have been much better. We had a 
lot of students come by who hadn't Mrs. C. W. Lynn is in her had no place to buy good natural 
even signed up to work but offered seventies. Mrs. Lynn can skip rope, foods . and vitaminds, and . well 
to help anyway," said Davis. do jumpingjacks and sit-ups faster 
She also says there is no 
deficiency of protein in natural 
foods. This is substantiated several 
times by research taken by Dr. 
Chittenden in 1904, .Dr. H. C. 
Sherman in 1920 and Dr. Mitchell 
Hegsted in 1945, of the University 
of Illinois and Harvard University, 
respectively, and in 1955 by Dr. 
William C. Rose, who is an expert 
in the field of amino acids. 
A great number of students, than some college students. Mrs. 
according to Davis, showed up to Lynn and her husband, C. W. Lynn, 
vote without their identification M.A., FICS, own Foods For Life, a 
cards, which were mandatory to be local health food store, and she is 
eligible to vote. coming to FTU Tuesday at 11 a.m. 
to speak in the Science Auditorium Choir To perform about food, health and life. 
She and her husband have been At D • Q • devoted to the study of the right lSney pen1ng way to live, both in terms of health 
FTU's Concert Choir Madrigal and spiritual development. Their 
Singers will participate in the Walt store was opened because patients 
Disney World opening spectacular 
and grand dedication ceremony 
Monday. Music Dept. Gets 
'Gypsy Wagons' Walt Disney World officials have invited the vocalists to participate 
in the grand dedication chorus 
which will be comprised of college Eight 10 by 20-foot portables are 
and high school talent throughout being set up for the music 
the state. The chorus will perform department, according to Dr. 
an overture of Disney melodies. Leonidas Sarakatsannis. 
The group will · also perform in the The portables, nicknamed the 
crescendo of sights and sounds "Gypsy wagons1' by a friend of 
before the latest revival of organic 
foods and health diets. 
According to Mrs. Lynn~ the 
most important facet of human 
health is nutrition -- "It heads the 
list of body maintenance." In her 
talk Tuesday, she will discuss foods, 
diets and nutritious methods of 
cooking. 
marking the finale of the Grand Sarakatsannis, will be used as r •. ..... L~• 
Dedication Ceremony. faculty offices, teaching and 
Fifty-five FTU students will practice studios. The music 
participate in the opening chairman said there was "fine" 
ceremonies, which will include over lighting and air conditioning in the 
5 000 performers from around the portables, but he was not sure 
state of Florida. about the quality of acoustics. 
The University of Florida The eight-trailer group, officially 
Symphonic Band will accompany a known as Music Complex 308, will 
1 500 member voice chorus, and contain at least six pianos, and may 
there will also be a 1,076 member have seven. 
ceremonial marching band to be Currently the complex is 
conducted by Meredith Wilson. · unfinished, needing electricity, 
telephones, desks and more 
. CAMPUS GLANCES ". equipment. The portables became 
The Faculty Senate Constitution 
of FTU has been approved by the 
Board of Regents. 
an alternative when plans to move 
the music department into the 
Library Building did not 
materialize. 
NO THEY aren't 'gypsy wagons' although that is what they have 
been jokingly nicknamed by a friend of the music department. The 
eight portables recently located in the parking area near Physical Plant 
will be used as faculty offices and teaching and practice studios for the 
music department. 
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The brothers of PAE would like 
to thank all those brothers and 
little sisters who helped make a 
successful rush. The fall pledge class 
consists of Tom Zedick, president; 
Yates Rumbley, vice president; Joe 
Camp, secretary-treasurer; Fred 
DeLemos, Bo Pittman, Jim Morris 
Jim Murphy, Tom Zedick, Cri~ 
Peck, Wade Timpiver, · Randy 
Harvey and Greg Cordwer. 
The PA& and the A TO's got 
together last weekend at the A TO 
House for a Redneck party. Thanks 
to A TO's for their hospitality. 
This past Wednesday and 
Thursday AKPi hosted John Fields 
assistant executive director of Pi 
Kappa Alpha Fraternity. Fields was 
··~ 
'V 
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Q 
to colonization next month. He ~ l World's Grand Opening. Monday is making the official inspection prior ~~ JI many will be practicing for Disney 
visited with college officials and th.e big day . Grand Opening, which 
Pike alumni in establishing the ill b b d framework that the FTU PiKA On Tuesday the brothers of w e roa cast on national · 
colony will work on. Delta Sigma Pi held a formal television. . . . The brothers of Lambda Chi 
Tomorrow night the Pikes will pledging ceremony for the fall Altho_ugh it ts a week late. Tyes Alpha shifted into high gear this 
have a social with Zeta Tau Alpha, quarter pledge class. ~~u!~e hgrk:a~o th~k EKS fratemihty week to fulfill their charter 
and many of the Zetas and Pikes The fall pledge class will be the soci~ · veryone w 0 requirements. The brothers and 
wil1 be attending the Florida largest in the history of the local attended really enjoyed it. associate members are planning a 
Homecoming together tomorrow chapter, having 20 pledges. v.rr~li~ car wax and other work projects to 
before the social at 8 p.m. Congratulations are extended to the \!J, 'J 1. raise funds for the November 28 
The Pikes and Tyes Sorority have following new pledges: Louis banquet. 
been working hard together at Acosta, John Blackbum, Ted Brothers Ralph Bundy and Lloyd 
Disney World ~n preparation for the Bo"".'en, Charles Caines, Jim Earle, The brothers of Teke really tied Richardson have been elected to 
Grand Opening parade Monday. Ozau Esmail, Walter Hill, Joe one on this past weekend at the the Senior Greek Leadership 
The Pikes would like to thank the Holder, Bob Hughes, · Lynn C-Bar Ranch as they had the first Honorary. Sigma Lambda Omega is 
many Tyes who have been a lot of Knowles, Tim Lummer, Neal annual TKE Redneck party. for outstanding Greek service. 
fun through the past two Meyer,MarlinNorman,BobPowell, Everyone was dressed Brother Martyn Dennis was 
Saturdays' practices; they look Jack Puckett, Don Risteen, Bill appropriately, and activities elected sophomor~ senator from 
forward to other social activities in Ross, Bob Searcy, Ron Sims and centered around the main theme. Business Administration in the 
the future with the Tyes. Bennie Wheeler. TKE 1 did not fare as well this recent Student Government 
Brothers and new members are m week in intramural football, losing election. 
reminded of basketball practice at ltf\ $ their only game of the season to a The brothers and associate 
Rollins every Sunday at 1 p.m. ~ ~ hustling ATO team 21-20. Howie members held a little sister social 
Things look promising for the Pike . yanderwater intercepted two passes Tuesday at the Carlton Arins 
basketball team this year. A Halloween Party is planned for m the losing cause. But the Tekes Apartments. The social was to 
the Lutheran Orphanage in Oviedo. bounced back and whipped Pi acquaint the girls and brothers 
It will take place on Sunday, Oct. Kappa Alpha 27 -6 behind the better· 
31, from 2-4 p.m. All Tyes are receiving of Rick Keller and LXA's Greek Machine had a 3-1 
urged to attend. accurate passing of Mark Denno. record in intramural football as of 
Two service projects are being The brothers received good news Monday. Last week's 4 7-6 victory p~ned for. this _quarter. The group this. past week when they were over Sigma Sigma Chi was the best 
will be making ties to sell as one of notified that Kevin Wadsworth a offensive output of the Lambda's 
Last weekend TEP threw a the projects. '!here will be a work graduated brother and now' a ever. 
birthday party for brothers Rick !party for this at 6:30 p.m. at chapter services director with TKE 
Bennet, Bob Munsey alumni Fo~croft. Monday. The other National, will be on hand for the 
Harold Scott and pledge Ji m project will be a Flea Market to initiation ceremonies later this fall. 
Smoot. The occasion was en·o ed hel~ .~ay for the Founders' Day Kevin was one of only four men in 
by all and the brothe J ~ f est1V1ties. the entire TKE organization to be 
to extend a vote of th:i~o~~kle A leadership retreat is also in the selected for the position. 
M u a works for fall quarter The purpose TKE pledges b th· k 
onroe for her work on the party. of the retreat is to · e . were usy IS wee The sisters of Tri-Delta 
New little sister officers for this sisterhood and thus ~:e~~~:~ ::e also, ~tyo?dmg ~ ~ ~:m for ~.mp~s entertained their field advisor 
year are: Lisa Ferarra, president sorority as a whole . e sech~nl s an es1 ent Millican s Andrea Millard this past weekend. 
Fran Kaufm · "d ' · ve ic es W k" h th an, VJce pres1 ent; Within the next two weeks Tye · or mg on rus was e agenda for 
Kerry Kelly, secretary, and Linda will have their new outfits 1~ the weekend. Sunday a sing-along 
Villcroy & Boch 
Mikasa 
Rorstrand 
Iron Mountain 
Mancioli 
Ernestine 
Arabia 
Georg Jensen 
Gerber 
GLASSWARE 
littala 
Milnor 
Courac 
Centrum 
Ross, treasurer. keeping with the idea· of ~c71T'~ was held in the dorms to learn R!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ individuality, the outfits will vary z;,, \!J.. songs from oth~r chapters. The Tri 
from member to member Th re Delta know she ll always remember 
will be a basic long-slee~ed t:p the two "n;dneck" sisters who met 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Two locations in Winter Park : 
THE PRADO 
333 Park Avenue North 
647-0969 
SEMORAN VILLAGE 
Hwy. 436 and Aloma Ave. 
671 -4484 
Dressmakinf · 
done on premises .. 
CUSTOM CLE"ANING AND FINISHING b Y expert 
~---------_,,--...... 
K 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
worn · by everyone. Then each Pled1?es and alumnae of Zeta Tau . her at the 81.rp?rt. 
member has her choice of either Alpha celebrated Founders' Day Congra~lat1ons are due ~ one 
hot pants, slacks or knickers. l~t Thursday with a pot luck of ~he Tri Delta.' Lyn Fems, for 
This weekend will see many of d1?ner and Founders' Day Service. havmg been nommated .to the new 
Tyes' sisters very busy On Prior to dinner, the pledges were ?reek Honorary Fr~termty. . 
Saturday starting at 6:ao · presented corsag~s and were · M<?nday, p~edmg t~e busmess 
. a.m. introduced to their big sisters. mee~ing, a chicken dinner was 
FR.EE 
HOMEMADE 
ICE CREAM 
: Following the Founders' Service, proVJde~ by the loc~ al~mnae. 
pledges entertained alumnae with The . Delta Darlings have a 1-1 
Zeta and Zeta Pickers songs. re~ord in volleyball. Maybe football 
Zetas congratulate all charter will b~ the answ~r. . . 
members of Greek H Tn-Delta 1s really looking 
especially ZT A's Jan Lorr~~~r:iJ ~orwar~ to its _first date-affair ~hich 
Paula Bamforth, who was elected is a wine-tastmg part~. It will be 
president of the organiztion. held ~u~day e~emng and a 
with a Burger and Fries The Zeta volleyball record thu spaghetti dinner will be the main 
at far is 1-1 with a win ove~ course cooked by the sisters 
THE STONE 
Friday, Oct. 22-29 
Independent I and a loss to Tye themselves. Look for some sick 
The Zetas and Pikes wills.get people on campus Monday. 
together tomorrow night for a 
Casino party at the Jones' spread. 
Zetas will host the Pikes November 
7 at a picnic at Loch Haven Pal:k 
You don't have to be 21. from l-4 p.m. In the area of service projects, 
Zeta representatives will be This past weekend, several Kappa 
cataloging records for WFTU Radio Sigma brothers and pledges visited Next to Ramada Inn 
on Fla. 50 on Saturday, Oct. 30. Maggie Mae and the Alpha Tau 
------- Chapter at Georgia Tech in Atlanta. I _____________________ _. ___ 1 The brothers enjoyed visiting with 
I . . , . . I their fellow Kappa Sigmas and 
I The Atlantic Tide Is Rising I partying after the Tech-Auburn 
I I game. 
I A I • I Congratulations are due to t a n t I c I brother Lloyd Woosley for being 
~named IFC athletic director. KS Nati 0 n a I Ba n k : ;!~~~s Lloyd success in his new 
of Winter Park I Beginning this Saturday the 
I pledges and brothers will start 
I rennovating the library at the 
-and- I Kappa Sig house. All pledges are 
• . I reminded by Pledge Educator Jim 
Atlanhc Bank of Orlando I Van Hom to report to the house 
- I promptly at 7:30 a.m. on Saturday . 
-coming soon- I Forthcoming events include a 
I social with Zeta Tau Omega 
W t •d Atl k I Sorority of Valencia C. c. on 
es SI e antic Ban I Friday and a visit from the brothers 
· .I of Kappa Delta Chapter of South 
-----------~------------ I Florida on Saturday. 
. ----.---~ .. 
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Professor Creates Jewelry 
With 'Nature's Inspiration' 
And this our life . .. 
Finds tongues in trees, books in the 
running brooks, 
Sermons in stones, and good in 
everything. 
-Shakespeare's 
"As You Like It" II, i 
She may not find "sermons in 
stones," but Dr. Virginia 
Barr-Johnson, who 1s now 
exhibiting her jewelry collection in 
the Library lobby, has found 
something just as fascinating - a 
means of individual expression 
through creative forms inspired by 
Nature. 
Dr. Barr-Johnson, a vivacious 
brunette on the education faculty, 
says her interest in stones began 
with an interest in geology, which 
she took in several college courses. 
She went from rocks to gems, both 
semi-precious and precious, and has 
been a stone cutter for more than 
10 years. She is also a certified 
gemologist. 
Her show in the Library 
exhibits both her traditional 
Silver owl with emerald eyes. 
jewelry techniques and her more 
"natural" forms which she designed 
by inspiration from Nature. 
A double showcase is devoted 
entirely to her metallic and 
bejeweled butterfly collection. One 
delicate golden creature, dotted 
with tiny emeralds and dangling on 
a gold neckband, was once a live, 
fluttering specimen. To form the 
piece of jewelry, Dr. Barr-Johnson 
coated the back of the butterfly's 
wings with a molten wax, set in the 
emeralds, then cast the butterfly in 
gold. 
Other butterflies in the same 
collection include an abstract of 
copper and bronze, one perched on 
a mass of crystals, some of copper 
and enamel and a silver one whose 
body is accented by a large black 
opal cabochion. 
The butterflies represent only 
one facet - to use a gemological 
term - of Dr. Barr-Johnson's talent. 
Other showcases reveal the tools of 
her trade and the products of 
creativity in various stages of the 
fashioning process. 
Jewelry forms utilizing silver, 
By Mary Anna Jackson 
gold copper bronze tourmaline through polishing, and those closely 
eme:alds pe~ls and ~oral decorat~ allied with copper can be brought 
the remainder of the cases. out in that setting." 
One piece with an interesting Dr.. Barr-Johnson says she 
history is the Aztec-looking copper sometimes do~s work . for oth~r 
and quartz necklace exhibited persons and· cites one mstance m 
alongside a silver and picture jasper which a friend who had visited 
pendant. Dachau, Germany, returned with 
Dr. Barr-Johnson explained that several pebbles from the former 
the copper for the necklace came Nazi prison there. She polished the 
from the roof of the torn-down 
Westcott Hall on the Florida State The butterflies-··· 
University campus. The stones are 
"quartz pebble cabochins" also 
taken from the FSU campus. 
The picture jasper pendant is 
specially made so that the top bar 
of silver is hinged for removal of 
the stone and replacement with 
another, if so desired. The picture 
jasper, which depicts a desert-like 
scene accented by green scrub in 
the foreground and a gray sky 
above the "clouds" on the horizon, 
is a natural formation. Dr. 
Barr-Johnson says she treated it 
only by slabqing (sawing) the stone 
and polishing it. 
However, Dr. Barr-Johnson's 
talents are not limited solely to 
gemology. After graduation from , In gold and emeralds 
college she has taught classes in · 
visual arts, welding and metal 
working, and has worked as a 
fashion designer for an exclusive 
national clothing manufacturer. 
"Fashion design is in many ways 
akin to jewelry design," Dr. 
Barr-Johnson says. "And much 
jewelry today is body jewelry." She 
says she began her 12 years in 
jewelry working "in a natural way," 
drawing inspiration from Nature, 
then evolved to a more 
conventional form. 
The silver owl with emerald eyes, 
the silver pendants set with green 
and red stones and the Colosseum 
pin, which features a stone from · 
Rome, are examples of the latter 
stage of her work. 
"My designs are more natural Perched on crystals. 
now," she smiles. "With the current 
interest in the environment, they 
are inore in keeping with today's 
. ' • 
style." 
A blue wall hanging in her office, 
a blend of crochet, knitting and 
macrame interlaced with rings of 
Florida agatized coral, is a sample 
of the way in which she draws 
inspiration from Nature. The 
circular and oval design of the 
hanging reflect the natural shapes 
of the gray-blue coral rings. 
A native of Illinois, Dr. 
Barr-Johnson has traveled 
extensively, both in the United 
States and abroad. On her travels 
she keeps an eye out for stones 
with interesting possibilities. 
Besides finding stones for herself, 
she has ordered stones from India, 
British Columbia and Brazil, among 
other places. 
pebbles and set them into a silver 
three-dimensional broken swastika 
and Star of David and presented the 
piece to her friend. 
This "natural setting" of the 
Dachau pebbles is another example 
of Dr. Barr-Johnson's inspiration. 
"Sermons in stones" ... maybe 
not; but "good in every-
thing" ... most assuredly. 
Heller Receives 
Leadership A ward 
Devo Heller, director of the 
Village Center Board, has been 
selected by the Association of 
College Unions-International 
(ACU-1) as recipient of region Vi's 
Outstanding Leadership Award. 
Region VI includes Florida, 
Georgia, Mississippi and Alabama. 
HEller, who attended the ACU-1 
conference during the first part of 
the week, was nominated by FTU 
for the award. He and FTU will 
receive a traveling trophy which 
will remain here for one year. 
Heller was selected because of his 
achievements within the VC, as wel1 
as his own achievements outside of 
the center. Among his 
VG-associated activities, he has 
been on the orientation committee, 
cultural and educational area 
director, chairman of the 
In ter-Disciplina-ry committee, 
member of dance, various tasks, 
MRA forums, Christmas 
hospitality, SG-MRA-WRA and 
Christmas floats committees. 
Silver necklace with 
stone of picture jasper. 
To Dr. Barr-Johnson, it is not the 
retail value of a particular stone 
pendant that is important, but "it's the 
beauty that I'm able to bring out. 
Some stones become beautiful 
He is also on the dean's list, and 
has been a member of University 
Circle Men's Leadership, political 
science department representative 
of Student Originated Studies 
Proposals on Life Quality to the 
Natural Science Foundation, 
secretary to Circle K, tour guides; 
and he is a Florida Regents Scholar. 
October 22, 1971 
Regal Revelation 
Ed. Note: 
An art exhibit appeared recently in the lobby of the library 
Building. The works of artists Charles Wesley Wellman, Larry Miller and 
Bill Orr were included in the show which was billed as a collection of 
photographic assemblages, sculpture, photographs and paintings. The 
display was of such an unusual nature that we felt is merited some 
comment. The following is a review which was written, but because of a 
shortage of space, was not printed before the exhibit ended. 
by Grace Kehrer 
Miller deals in moons, moms, eggs, shriveled melon rinds, 
rhinestones, and bittersweet chocolate. Charles Wesley Wellman appears 
to have neatly raided the backstage dressing room of the Bronxville Gay 
Nineties Review, a lady's dresser drawer and her hand bag. 
Orr, using brushes and oils, the more traditional artist's instruments, 
restricts his interests to Indians, race horses, their trainers, and owners 
and one very forceful attempt at social commentary entitled "Men of 
· Philadelphia." 
Attempting to find a metaphor or several related ones to fix this 
phantasmagoria in some frame of reference, Cher's new song about a 
traveling show, gypsies, tramps and thieves comes to mind. 
Tramps come from one place go to another and stop here for only a 
short time. Thieves, if they do not take your purse, at the very least 
steal your attention. Gypsies arrive on the scene' wrapped in · the 
mysteries others have created about them, that the gypsies in tum 
embroider for their own ends. Traveling shows -- well, they are a part of 
the American past where self-proclaimed doctors of "the healing arts" 
used sleight of hand to win the crowd's attention and then sold the 
naive bottles of snake oil. 
Possibly that is what is being offered up -- free -- in the lobby: snake 
oil. Or, being as cute as some of the objects on display, what this 
exhibit needs is a small boy who will cry out "Look the Emperor is 
naked!" This is not to say that the Emperor is not entertaining, nor 
revealing, but the question turns on what he reveals and the ~nswer 
seems to be--very little, if anything. 
Pierre Salinger To Speak 
In Jewish Culture Series 
The Jewish Community Council is offering $5 block tickets to students 
for its 1971-72 Sunday Night Cultural Series. 
The series will begin November 7 with an appearance of Pierre Salinger, 
former press secretary to President John F. Kennedy. His topic will be 
"America: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow." 
ITAMAR, billed as the Israeli P"-----------
Tom Jones, will appear December 
12. He is the leading soloist with 
the Inbal Group and has toured all 
over Europe and won wide critical 
acclaim in New York. 
Campus 
~ Glan<es 
Dr. Robert Gordis, a leading 
conservative rabbi, will speak on 
"American Jewry - Charting its 
Future," January 30. Dr. Gordis is 
a former professor at the Jewish 
Theological Seminary, Columbia/ 
University and Temple University . 
Author, teacher and modem ----,J-E_NN __ Y_'_A_T_S_C_A_UD _ .. 
spokesman of the Jewish people, 
Elie Wiesel, will speak on "The M~rl?, Tho~!15 and. Alan Alda 
Writer as Witness" February 27. star_ m ~enny, t~e V1ll~ge Center 
The recipient of numerous honors Umvers!ty Mo~e tomg~t . and 
and literary awards he is the author Sunday m the Science Auditonum. 
of "The Gates ~f the Forest " The movie is about two young 
"Legends of our Times," "The Je;s peop!e meeting in Central _Park who 
of Silence" and "A Beggar in dec1d.e on a. marriage of 
Jerusalem." conv~mence: he is a film maker 
Winding up the 1971-72 series ~ho is about. to be drafted,:311d she 
will be Frank Reynolds, former is an un~amed pr~gnant girl from 
anchor man for ABC Evening News. Connecticut. Director .George 
Reynolds, who has traveled with Bloomfield tak~s ~ome swipes at 
presidents and covered major events contemporary lif~, ~n a,,movie th~t 
for the past 2-0 years, will speak on ! comes . to the nght romantic 
"The View From My Window - A conclu~wn,- . . 
World Picture" Tomght s showmg is at 8:15 
All events ~ill be held at Temple !p.m., and Sunday's shov.:!ng is at 7 
Israel, 4917 Eli Street at 8 p.m. ~.m. Th~ Co,ffeeho~se will be open 
Tickets may be obtained from the fter ~om~ht s mov!e. 
Central Florida Jewish Community Umve~ity Movies ~~ op~n to 
Council 515 S. Delaney Ave. the public, and admISS1on 1s 50 
' cents. 
\. 
The Greatest Singer-Poet the World Has Ev•r Known - with his musicians 
in his fint Florida Concerts 
••11rved Stats: $7.50, 6.50, S.50, 4.50 (tax i11cl.) 
also - Sat., Oct . . 23 - Dade County Aud., Miami 
Sun. Matinee, Oct. 24 at 4 • W. Palm Beach Aud. 
Mon., Oet. 25. ·Jacksonville Aud. (sarr.:» prices each city) 
Tickets NOW on sale at Streep's Ticket Agency (424-0551) 
Mail Orders .to Streep's, 641 . N. Orange Ave., Orlando. 
October 22, 1971 FuTUre 
Association In Concert 
BRIAN COLE 
TED BUECHEL JR. 
PHOTOS BY 
CHUCK SEITHEL 
AND 
JON FINDELL 
RICHARD THOMPSON 
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SIGMA DELTA · Bookstore.' or Mary Anna Jackson, Thursdays evening meeting of the 
treasurer, m the FuTUre office. Pegasus Pilots. The meeting, at 7 
Jack' McDavitt, ORLANDO ~all quarter dues of $3 are to be p.m. at Showalter Flying Service, is 
SENTINEL reporter, will be the paid by Monday, Nov. 15, to Mary 1open to all members and 
featured guest at Sigma Delta's Anna Jackson. prospective members of the Pilots. 
October meeting next Tuesday at Pegasus PR will have its next 
11 a.m. in AD 110. He will discuss t' 
mee mg Tuesday, Nov. ·2, at 11 SOCIOLOGY CLUB 
with members and guests various a.m. in AD 149. 
aspects of news reporting and 
management, as well as provide YOUNG DEMOCRATS The Sociology Club elected new 
interesting highlights from his own officers at a recent meeting, and 
experiences. New officers were elected at a members also discussed future plans 
All Sigma Delta members are recent meeting of the Young for the club. . 
expected to attend, and the Democrats Club of FTU They are New officers are Allen Rolli~s, 
meeting will be open to ALL Bob Van Horn, presid
0
ent; Dale pre~ident; ~':1th Scurry, vice 
Persons on campus. Refreshments Higgins vice president· Deborah president; Patnc1a Hagen, secretary' 
' .' and ·Sheila Johns, treasurer. The 
will be served. Teaver, secretary; and Lisa Ferrara, fa lty d . . D E ther 
Fall quarter dues of $2 are to be treasurer. new cu a v15or is r. s 
1 &ro~ . paid by November to treasurer PEGASUS Pl LOTS Club meetings will be held 
Sharon Marek. She may be 1 
contacted in the FuTUre office, LR A free hour of flying time will be weekly in EN 121 on Tuesday at 1 
213, any weekday exceptr~-·-v_~~t~o~s~o~m~e~o~n~e~~~t~~~d-in~g~M-x_t~a:m~·~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Thursday. UNIVERSE GROUP. 
CHESS CLUB 
The Chess Club will hold a 
meeting 7 p.m. Monday in GC 104. 
At the · last meeting the club 
organized a team for the College 
Bowl. Quarter dues were also 
collected, and each member is 
asked to bring $1 for dues to 
Monday's meeting. 
PH I BET A LAMBDA 
Phi Beta Lambda held a tea last 
Tuesday for all interested students. 
Dr. C. C. Miller, dean of the College 
of Education, was guest speaker. 
Elizabeth Baab, Dr. Earl Fowlet 
and Dr. Henry Mallue were guests .. · 
Members invite all interested 
business administration-business 
education majors, and 
business-oriented students to join. 
Students who wish to be considered 
for membership may contact Mrs. 
Carleen Boyd, College of 
Education, GC 344, ext. 7376. 
PEGASUS PR CLUB 
TRAVEL 
. 1809 EAST COLONIAL DR. 
Leave the bummer behind and take a trip •••• 
Christmas Special! Do your Shopping in . Curacao. Spend 6 nights cruising 
in the Caribbean, 5 nights in Curacao, One day in Jamaica. Leave Miami 
Dec. 14 return on the 24th. For only $199. Per Person, Double Occup. 
INCLUDES: Flight from Miami to Montego Bay, cruise from Jamaica to 
Curancao, 5 nights at the Arthur Frummer Hotel, cruise back to Miami 
Transfers to and from the pier to the hotel, 3 meals daily on the ship, 7 
meals daily at the hotel Also add $19.50 for port tax, hotel tax and 
baggage gratuities. For reservation call: Lucien at 843-7940. 
------------ ::;;;.;-iiiiiiiiii• .. ·-~---;-::--------·'7 
•' &1 Ann Irwin 
South 
custom and casual clothes 
,. 
I ,, 
I' 
11 
11 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
Sportswear Custom Designing and Accessories I 
114-A Park Ave. South ·in Greenda Court I 
L------~~~!a~k·!~~~.!'~~!~~~~D_Z ______ 1 
All members of the Pegasus :i:::=========================:;, 
Public Relations Club are reminded 
of the . Florida Public Relations union park Texaco 
Association (FPRA)tourofcampus 10531 E. Colonial" DFive 
Wednesday, Nov. 1, to begin at 6 
p.m. (Front of Winn Dixie) 
The tour will be followed by an 
"attitude adjustment hour" at the Service Calls, Brake work, Ph. 273-1787 
FuTUre CLASSIFIEDS 
To order clnsifieds, use 1he form below. Fill in the bo'"" 
.. lowing 1 box for NCh lett•. .., .. and punctuation mn. 
Count 2 boxes for QPital letters. Don't u• hyphens at the end 
of 1 line (which contains 35 ch•11eters). Use additionel forms 
if more than 6 lines .. i'equired. Minimum ch-.. is $1 .00 for 
4 lines. For additional tine add S.25. Muhiply the total by the 
,.,mber of weeks the ed is to be run. Mail the .t, with check 
cw money order to: FuTUre Ca.aifieds, FuTUre, Florida 
TechnologiAI Univeni~. P.O. Box 25.000, Orlando, Fla . 
32816. Payments made by ~sh•• at~ tender'' ri* . 
DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday 
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE 
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Ramada Inn East, and dinner there 
at7:30p.m. Tune-up, Pre-inspection 6am . l lpm JHlllllllllllllllUllUUUllHIHHlllllllllllHllllllllHIUllllllallllHllUlllllHllllll s 
The dinner will cost $5 per he Ip-wanted urf~oa,r~~: 9:6" Oceanside Spoiler . 
-$75, 9 4 Weber Performer - $75. 
member, and those who expect to 
attend or who would like to act a~ Lube/ oil change w/filter' front wheel bearinRS llHlllll!lll-.IHHllllHllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllHllllllllllllUlllllllllllll Golf Clubs: Men's - $25. 
tour guides are asked to contact packed jusf $7 .55 & Tax Students, Men or Women, be your Call 647-5598 after 6 p.m. 
Gary~is,PRCl~p~~~.~J· •~=========================~o~~~~yoor~nhoon~d 
.. gain extra income through Miranda S L R Camera $90. Also 
the Student Government office; minimum investment. No Honda Mini Trail $100 and 
John Albee, vice president; Chris , 'THE GREAT obi igation Call 26 7- 7119 Triumph Daytona 1100 and 1.5 
Thomas, secretary, in the Titusville. watt 3-channel walkie-talkie $35. 
-------------- 277-4675 after 5 p.m. 
FREE 
HO:\IE\IADE 
ICE CREA\I 
"i th a B 11r2er and F riP:-' 
at 
THE STONE 
PUMPKIN COMETH" 
(Don't be caught off guard) 
Yes folks, we-don't want you to miss this chance of a lifetime to 
send an anonymus message to your best friend, best enemy, or secret 
lover {Heh, heh!) 
Southwestern resident wanted to 11111111HH1111111111111111u11111i11111111111111111111111m111111111Hu1Uuu11u11 
carry mail from Orlando Central t 
Park to the main post office. 6 p.m. au OS 
daily. Your car. Pays $25 monthly ... un•-•-•-••m-auum EfP 
Phone 422-6356 evenings. 
1965 Corvette Stingray Convertible 
Part-time work. Applications being with snap-on hardtop, Hurst 
·taken for fuel oil delivery men. 4-speed, metallic blue, 327 cu. in. 
Saucer and Sons Fuel Oil Company, super full race cam solid lifters, 
376 East Broadway, Oviedo. heavy-duty springs- $2,000. 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u11111111111111n111111111111111111ann1 1958 B · k s · 1 11d dt f I u 1c pec1a ....,. r. har op. Q r $8 e Excellent Condition. A real buy . $250. Call 647-5598 after 6 pm 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllHllHlllH • • 
Eight beautiful acres·-three miles For Sale: Red 1967 Sunbeam 
from FTU--overlooking lake. Phone convertible. It's in good condition. 
831-2947 after 5 p.m. $950. Phone 831-9746. 
llllltUIHllllllllllllHllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllRIHHnlllllll Allllllllll 
services 
or 
ba 
SC 
cc 
i '"' Friday. Oct. 22-29 
You don't have to be 21. 
Next to Ramada Inn We'l I print any curse, spell, chant, or secret message you desire for 
or against the victim of your choice. All you have to do is pay off 
the pumpkin $1.50 for your ad to run in the October 29 issue of the 
FuTUre. Bring your money and your message to LR 213 at any 
reasonable time. Remember, if you can't speak for yourself, (John), 
let the magic pumpkin do it for you! 
Chestnut Mare - l/2 Thoroughbred 
1/2 American Saddlebred, 5 yrs. old'. 
with saddle, bridle, blanket - $350. 
Bay Gelding - 1/2 Quarter Horse, 1/2---? 
9 yrs. · c:ild ~ ·wltti ·saddle bridle 
blanket - $275. ' ' 
Bay Colt - 14 mos. old halter 
IUllilllllllUllllllHHllllllll-Hl•UUIHllllllllU•lllllltlnmlllllllllf 
LOST - Black 6 x 9 notebook with 
ZOOL 450 Fieldnotes and research 
notes. Am dE7sperate for contents . .;,,. 
Return to Village Center Lost & 
Found. 
on Fla. 50 __ J broken - $90. Call 64 7-5598 after 6 --------------
. p.m. Do you have a typing headache? 
------------- Auto-st.eno is your cure! We type 
Stella Guitar with steel strings - everything-formal terms, thesis, 
$15. story book, etc. Special rates for 
Boy's 26" bicycle, - $10. students!! 299-1130 (9 to 5) 
Call 647-5598 after 6 p.m. 645-1608 (after 6 p.m.} 
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'Hustle' Name of Game For Albers, Haas 
By SHELBY STROTHER 
It wasn't the balmy Florida 
climate that lured Chuck Albers and 
Pete Haas from their native 
Wisconsin to play basketball this 
year at FTU. On the contrary, both 
already admit to being a "little 
homesick" for Wisconsin's autumn 
season. 
And it wasn't that they had only 
one college interested in their 
basketball talents. For Albers had six 
scholarship offers while Haas was 
contacted by 15 schools. 
winning that conference's 
championship a habit. A habit 
Albers and Haas envied. So they 
came to FTU to play basketball for a 
proven winner. 
Clark learned about Albers and 
. Haas last spring when he received 
letters from old coaching friends in 
Wisconsin. Both had outstanding 
collegiate potential, the latter· said. 
Potential that already had begun 
to show in high school. In their 
senior year, both Albers and Haas 
averaged 15 points per game in the 
Fox Valley Association. 
Albers, who attended Abbot 
s;:dlibitl•liiliir!S:;:?~ml!cmac::ll(l Pennings High, is one of those 
coach's dreams who can play either 
guard or forward. At only 6' 3", he 
can still get by at forward as he has 
good jumping ability. And he is 
quick enough and handles the ball 
well enough to play outside at guard. 
Clark will probably use the lean (170 
pounds) Albers at guard. 
Albers literally got off on the 
wrong foot in Florida. Three days 
after arriving, he sustained a hairline 
lsi•lllll••E a:::::':;;;:;;;;:;;::-::::a•m!t« fracture on his right ankle in a 
scrimmage. But, the cast is off now 
and he is running at nearly full speed. 
NEWS 
The eighteen-year-old freshman 
FROM A PRO--FTU Coach Eugene Clark (center) gives some ball 
handling pointers to two Wisconsin-bred freshmen, Pete Haas (left) and 
Chuck Albers. 
to them. Most teams they played in 
high school used the press. 
"I know I'm not too good on the 
press rii?ht now, but I'm sure going to 
work hard on it," promised Haas. 
.Right on, Pete. That's the stuff 
winners are made of . 
So Albers and Haas should bring 
many ex-citing moments to FTU fans 
this year. And hopefully, many 
winning ones too. 
Take Tensions 
Not Children, 
To Wrestling 
by DAVID SLAUGHTER 
Every Monday at 8:30 p.m., Milo 
Steinborn presents professional wrestling 
at the Orlando Sports Stadium. All the 
matches are officially under the sanction 
and supervision of the National Wrestling 
Alliance (NW A). 
Steinborn has been in the promoting 
business almost 20 years and manages to , 
attract some of the world's finest 
grapplers to the Orlando arena. For 
instance, world heavyweight wrestling 
So what was their reason for 
choosing FTU? Both agree that FTU 
coach Eugene Clark was the deciding 
factor. 
Since they couldn't beat him, 
they decided to join him. °Jou see, 
Clark, before taking over the 
coaching reins at FTU, coached high 
school basketball in the same 
conference in Wisconsin that Albers 
and Haas played. And he made 
plans to major in physical education with good spring in his legs and long 
at FTU .and hopes to acquire Clark's arms, Haas could be the start of 
winning habits on the basketball many fast breaks for the FTU team 
court. this year. Like many freshmen, he 
champ Davy Funk Jr. appeared at the 
The two are room mates at FTU. Stadium last July to defend his world 
And so far, off the court, there title. Funk's younger brother, Terry, will 
hasn't been as much action as they be big in Orlando within the next few 
would like. Neither one has a car on weeks. 
. 
.. 
. 
'-
\ 
At 6'7", Pete Haas probably will has a tendency to be a little overly 
play forward this year. A center in agressive and commits many 
high school, he was honorable needless fouls. But Clark is confident 
mention All-Conference and pulled that, with experience, Haas will 
campus and without wheels, time Jack Brisco, a former two-time NCAA 
has dragged along. champ, is probably the biggest attraction 
But not on the court. Not with in pro wrestling today and his Orlando 
"Torchy"' Clark putting them appearances are frequent and well worth 
through their paces. attending. Brisco is the current Florida down 11 rebounds a game. Possessed develop in to a steady player. 
Ty · 1 f H • · · "Both have wor,ked hard. They State Wrestling Champ and is often 
CHI PHI 
Fraternity 
Organization 
Meeting 
The Chi Phi Fraternity is now establishing a Colony 
at Florida Tech University. 
You are cordially invited to be our guest at an 
organizational meeting on Tuesday, October 26th at 
11 :00 A.M. in Room 162 of the Administration 
Building, or on Wednesday, October 27th at 2:00 P.M. 
in Room 11 S of the Science Building. Mr. David 
Differding,. Assistant National Director of Chi Phi will_ 
be present to explain the Colony program and answer 
questions pertaining to future plans. 
The Chi Phi Colony represents an opportunity for top 
quality men to join and use their own ideas in 
developing a fraternity at F. T. U. into a true fellowship 
of men. We hope you will be present at one of the two 
meetings. 
The Chi Phi Fraternity is a well established national 
fraternity dating back to 1824 where it was founded at 
Princeton University. Currently there are 43 chapters of 
Chi Phi and three of these are here in the state of 
Florida: University of Florida, Florida State University 
and Florida Institute of Technology. 
In the event that you cannot attend either ~f the two 
meetings, but desire more information, contact Mr. 
David Differding through the Office of the Dean of 
Men. Appointments will be arranged. 
pica o ~as i:gress1veness. ~ are progressing well so far," Clark called the "uncrowned world 
when be occas1ona y gets carr1e champion." 
away and dunks the ball, not allowed pointed out. In addition to Brisco and Funk, 
in collegiate basketball. Everyone works hard at Clark's Steinborn has lured such football greats 
"I know it's illegal but I really get practices. He plays running as Big Jim Wilson of the Los Angeles 
a thrill stuffing the ball down the basketball, constantly fast breaking Rams and Bobby Duncum of the St. 
basket," grinned Haas when asked and pressing all over the court. Louis Cardinals. Wilson wrestles during 
about it. "I like running basketball. It's the the off-season to keep in shape. Duncum 
only way to play, as far as I'm retired after four years as an All-Pro 
Haas, who plans to major in law offensive lineman for the Cardinals to concerned," Albers said recently, in 
enforcement, added, "The make wrestling his full-time occupation. 
· · f h · between gasps for breath, following competition so ar on t e team 1s· Last Monday night, Brisco defended his 
a "typical" practice. great. There are a lot of good players Florida title against Duncutn . 
on the team. It sure is tougher than Both agree that pressing is a key to Steinborn also schedules many fine 
in high school/' winning. But pres.sing is nothing new foreign competitors. Japan's Hiro 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mahuda~are~lar~theS~dium,~~ 
THE MAN JESUS What was he like? 
A Discussion 
Dorm C Lounge lOPM 
Each Tuesday Night 
Sponsored By: University Christian Students 
FREE 
-HOMEMADE 
ICE CREAM 
with a Burger and Fries 
at 
THE STONE 
Friday, Oct. 22-29 
You don't have to be 21. 
Next to Ramada Inn 
on Fla. 50 
Mexico's Jose Lothario, and Australia's 
Ron Miller and Larry O'Day. 
Many of today's most adept wrestlers 
have excellent college or Olympic 
backgrounds. Ken Lusk, a graduate of 
Brigham Young University and Bob 
Roop, a former Olympic medalist, have 
ap?eared in Orlando. 
For those who have never attended 
pr.1 wrestling and don't know what it's 
a b ou t , Steinborn's Monday night 
matches would definitely be a change of 
pace. Pro wrestling is nothing like college 
or amateur wrestling. iust about all the 
rules are thrown out and the two 
competitors have to be on their toes 
every minute. 
Pro wrestling is the most consistently 
attended sporting event in the United 
States. The action is fast and furious and 
there is never a dull moment. 
If you've had it with studying or 
you've just failed a exam, attend 
Mondays night's matches and take out 
your fustrations. But remember, if you 
don't want any dirty looks, root for the 
good~ys! 
~ 
Campus 
~Glances 
SENIOR PICTURES. 
All seniors who will graduate by 
August 1972 are reminded to call 
the Jordan Marsh Portrait Studio 
and make an appointment for their 
senior pictures for PEGASUS '72. 
The photographer will be on 
campus November 8, 9 and 10 to 
take senior pictures for all who 
cannot make the appointment at 
Jordan Marsh. 
ART AWARD 
Steven Lotz, acting chairman of 
the art department, has received a 
$500 merit award for his drawing, 
"God Tails," currently on display 
in the Florida Creates Exhibition at 
________________ ... _______________ .._. ______________ __. tt;;:;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;:;;;;:;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;:;::;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;::;:;;;:;;;;l;lthe _Loch Haven Art Gall~ry. 
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By LARRY McCORKLE 
Those of you who are skeptical of the news media, don't let last week's 
football results further influence your belief. 
The truth is that the Gators did win over FSU - whatever you heard on the 
radio or read in the newspapers was the truth. 
It really should not have been that much of a surprise. After all, the Gators 
were due for a win, and the Seminoles were due for a loss. Besides, Florida usually 
finds a way to spoil a good FSU season. 
Florida claims that they can win the remainder of the games this season. With 
Auburn and Georgia in the future, I sincerely doubt it. However, these same 
seniors when they were sophomores, were hardly expected to record a 9-1-1 
season. What's the reason? 
FSU, meanwhile, played like the Gators have been playing all season, and came 
up on the shmt end of the stick to prove it. Four fumbles, one directly resulting 
in a touchdown, ended any chance of an undefeated season. 
After last week's predictions, my correct prediction percentage stands at 83 per 
cent. Let's see if I can raise it any this week. 
1fil4t (f)reat ~&Inrklt 
Jlredids W4e ~pnrfs 
Florida 27, Maryland 10 
If Florida can't beat the Terps, they might 1as well hang it up. A good effort 
should result in a Gator win; a poor effort should result in a Gator win. However, 
1f Florida resorts to their pre-FSU ways, they'll lose. Look for the Gators to stick 
to the ground attack. 
FSU 27, South Carolina 17 
The Seminoles had better not look ahead, or they could get scalped by a very 
fine South Carolina team. The Gamecocks have probably the finest punt-kickoff 
returner in the nation in Dickie Harris, and this year he has already returned three 
punts for touchdowns. 
Alabama 38, Houston 21 
The ball will certainly be moving in the game. Houston's high-powered veer 
offense will cause The Crimson Tide some trouble, but Alabama's wishbone-T, 
spearheaded by Johnny Musso,, Terry Davis and Joe LaBue, will cause Houston 
more trouble. All-American Musso needs only one touchdown to eclipse the SEC 
scoring record. 
Southern Cal 17, Notre Dame 13 
The luck of the Irish will run out on Notre Dame this game. Ara will have his 
troops fued up for this one after last year's upset, but Southern Cal will score just 
enough off the powerful Notre Dame defense, while the Irish's offense will 
continue to perform sporadically. 
And in other games: 
Arkansas over North Texas State; Auburn over Clemson; Colorado over 
Missouri; Duke over Navy; Georgia over Kentucky; Georgia Tech over Tulane; 
Purdue over Illinois; Northwestern over Indiana; Michigan over Minnesota; 
Vanderbilt over Ole Miss; Tennessee over Mississippi State, Nebraska over 
Oklahoma State; Oklahoma over Kansas State; Ohio State over Wisconsin; Tampa 
over V:illarpva; Stanford over Washington State; Texas over Rice; Toledo over 
Dayton. 
Now give me one good reason why you shouldn't come to the 
HALLOWEEN DANCE 
at the VC from 9 to 1 on Oct. 30! What? You can give me 5 good 
reasons? Oh Yeah? Well, give ME 1 good reason why you should come!! 
Yours truly, 
Leroy 
YOU'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO 1NVEST 
IN LIFE 1NSURANCE FOR LESS 
THAN YOU CAN RIGHT · NOW! 
Don't pay the high cost of waiting. 
(Ours is the best Financed premium plan available) 
II. KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOC. THE STATE LIFE 1NSURANCE CO. 3191 McGuire · Orlando, Florjda Suite 150 Ph. 843-6900 
FuTUre 
SPOTLIGHTING THIS week's "Spotlight On Sports" are Eddie 
Fluitt and Paul Allard. 
Basketball star Eddie Fluitt is a junior transfer from Lake-Sumter 
Community College and will play center for the FTU Knights. Eddie 
Fluitt is 21 years old, married and lives in Wildwood. The 6'7" junior is 
majoring in physical education. 
Wrestler Paul Allard is also a physical education major at FTU. He 
comes from Srranahand High School and won last year's State High 
School Wrestling Championship. The 5'4" 118-pound freshman was 
recognized last year by Amateur Wrestling News in their honor roll of 
top high school wrestlers. . 
According to Wrestling Coach Gerald Gergley, "Paul may well be one 
of the top wrestlers recruited for this season." 
Pick up _your "Footliall Kirkt~f/" A11aila/J/t> at /)()th Ston•s. 
UORDUROY JAUKETS FOR FALL 
All men admire handsome Corduroy Jackets . . . The casual 
good looks are enhanced by magnificent tailoring by superb 
craftsmen .. . Wider Lapels, Belted Back, Patch Pockets and 
Leather Buttons. Has a textured, masculine look .. . rugged yet 
luxuriously elegant. Colors of Tobacco Brown, Beige or Spanish 
Gold. $45. 
October 22, 1971 
.r'1 hristmas Cards-
w ith decorated 
envelopes 
from 
George Stuart"s 
03103 Merry Christmas •nd 
Best Wishes for • H•PPJ New YNr 
03102 Season's Greetings •nd 
Best Wishes for 1 Hippy New Yur 
03104 llay Joy and Puc:e be 
,uurs throu1hout the New Yur 
03100 Merry Christmas and 
Best Wishes for a Happy New Year 
03110 Season's Grntin1s •nd 
Every Good Wish for the New Yur 
50 Cards $5.00 
without name imprint 
25 50 75 
One Line 
Imprint 4.00 7.50 11.0 
Two Line 
Imprint 4.50 8.50 12.00. 
Without Imprint 2.50 5.00 7.50 
Ask for Illustrated Leaflet 
M1george 
~Stuart 
• 
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~Bear Pick s ATO No. l 
Football Continues 
More Sports Begin 
By BROADWAY BEAR 
Well, another week of grid action has passed on the FTU campus, and there 
were a few surprises. The big ne \Vas ATO over TKE by a score of 21-20. This 
game was as close as the score indicates. It was in doubt until the last 28 seconds 
when Greg Gavel intercepted a desperation pass by Mark Denno, the TKE's 
quarterback. 
In a losing cause Denno threw for three touchdowns, one to Eddie Barks, the 
Mt. Dora Flash, one to Don Jacobs, and another to Jonny Johnson. ATO's 
" quarterback Mark Stockwell also threw for three touchdowns, two to Mark 
~ owler, and one to Greg Gavel Mike Mcintyre, caught the most important pass of 
the game, the extra point that broke a 20-20 tie. As a result, ATO took over the 
number one slot on the Top Ten this week. 
Here are last weeks results: 
Bombers, TKE"B" · 
All Stars over Spinning Wheels 
LXA over TEP 
47-0 
20-2 
26-0 
30-19 
40-7 
13-0 
13-6 
23 over Sweat Hogs 
ATO overTKE 
PAE over DTD 
Mavericks over God's C 
TKE over AKP 
6-0 
21-20 
37-0 
19-14 
27-6 
12-7 
47-6 
KS overAKP 
Fae-Staff over Theta Sigma 
Primos over Mafia KS over TEP 
ATO over Pae LXA over SSX 
Well, there have to be a few changes on the top ten, and, coaches, whether you 
like it or not Broadway Bear must rank 'em, as he sees them. So here is the second 
top ten. 
Broadway Bear's Top Ten Number 2: 
1. ATO (4-0) 
2. TKE (3-1) 
3. Born bers 2-0) 
4. Fae-Staff (2-0) 
5. Mavericks (2-0) 
6. LXA (3-1) 
7. GDI (1-0) 
8. PAE (2-2) 
9. 23 (2-0) 
10. Primos (1-1) 
There you have it, Broadway Bear's top ten. Whether you like it or not, that's 
the way it is, at least for another week. 
As of Thursday Oct. 14, the Intramurals standings are as follows: . 
FRATERNITY 
ATO 4-0 
TKE 3-1 
LXA 3-1 
PAE 2-2 
KS 2-2 
ssx 1-2 
TEP 1-2 
AKP 0-3 
DTD 0-3 
INDEPENDENT BLACK 
Bombers 2-0 
23 2-0 
C.B.'s All Stars 1-1 
TKE B 0-1-1 
Sweat Hogs 0-1-1 
Spinning Wheels 0-1 
LAE 0-1 
INDEPENDENT GOLD 
Faculty-Staff 2-0 
Mavericks 2-0 
GDI 1-0 
Primos 1-1 
Mafia 0-1 
God's Children 0-2 
Theta Sigma 0-2 
TRY US ONCE 
ROLLINS VS. FTU-ln last 
Sunday's women's volleyball meet 
held in Rollins' Fieldhouse, Rollins 
played FTU in three scrimmages. 
~ 
SOCCER CONTINUES--FTU 
lost to Miami Dade North last week 
in a meet played on campus. The 
7 -2 loss was due t.o the fact that 
there were only 13 Tech team 
members playing and no 
substitutions could be made. 
Y·OU'LL COME BACK FOR MORE 
, .. 
GENE BURNS 
LIGHTS THE ESTABLISHMENT 
NITELY. 7-10 P.M. 
Shown are FTU's Pauline Skalsky 
(right) and Rollins' Kammy 
Morrison (left) jumping at net for 
the spike. 
GOLF 
The FTU Golf Club will hold its 
second meeting this Tuesday, at 11 
a.m. in EN 109. 
The team is presently setting up 
matches with other area colleges 
and junior colleges for spring 
quarter when the golf season 
begins. 
Golf courses in the area are being 
contacted to host the team for 
practice and matches. In order to 
secure these courses it is necessary 
to send them a list of golfers who 
will be playing for FTU. Therefore, 
it is mandatory to attend the next 
meeting so the golf team may 
determine who will be on these 
lists. 
-~ 
. 
HANDBALL 
. 
Men's single elimination handball tournament starts its new match pJay with 
teammates Frank Gordon and Randy Guessetto pairing up against Dr. Joby 
Anthony and Dr. Bob Rothberg. This match has been played and was won by Drs. 
Anthony and Rothberg. Richard Arma and Bob Cantrell saw plenty of action as 
they were defeated by last year's defending champs Ernest Baker and partner 
Julian Ganoudis. The remaining teams in the first round play drew byes. Matches are 
scheduled at the FTU handball courts. 
CROSS COUNTRY MEET 
The annual Intramural cross country meet will be held next Friday, beginning 
at 5: 15 p.m. The deadline date for this entry form is Monday at 4 p.m. The meet 
entry forms may be used as an individual or team entry. 
COED TABLE TENNIS 
Play for coed table tennis began yesterday. This is a single elimination 
tournament. 
MEN-you have really been having a good tournament Activities coming up for 
your cross country and volleyball. October 25 is the deadline for your entries 
in cross country. Come in and find out the course. Play begins Octobers 29. 
Also coming up is your volleyball tournament. Be getting your teams together. 
If you want to play but don't have enough for a team, call lntramurals or drop by 
and give us your name. 
r----~----~~---~~~~~------------1 
j llHIJ 11 fl/:f r I 
WINTER PARK . MALL 
SANFORD PLAZA · 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE 
SHOPPING CENTER •. MT. DORA 
9P.M. 
Now Look Fashion HeadQuarters 
ANNIVERSARY 
-~1~!! 
Hubbard 100% Polyester. 
Knit pants $15.00 
FREE IMMEDIATE ALT_~RATIONS 
r-co- ~l 
. ,/; 
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By Pon Toon, Guest Seer 
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: involved with your twin (he's a 
Leo anyway)! 
Be sure to start the day off 
right! Light a candle, peel a 
banana and pull up your socks. LEO: 
Someone close to you will rat on 
you. Be big ... crimp their ears 
with your 1923 weasel claws. 
AQUARIUS: 
Be mindful of your proclivity 
to believe you are Gunga Din 
incarnate, and accept the fact 
that water beds are too avant 
garde for India. 
. PISCES: 
You will fail another 
examination this week. Be of 
good cheer, for tears increase 
1
wakefulness in others. Attend a 
funeral of a friendless person. 
ARIES: 
This is a warm period for you, 
but pulling the wool over your 
own eyes will not alleviate your 
problem. Those circumscribed 
red patches covered with white 
scales are beginning to itch. 
Scratch them only in basement 
coal bins. 
TAURUS: 
A heavily chalked eraser will 
be flung at you in your 
Sociology class, but you will 
remain true to your personality 
and throw it back with better 
aim. The professor will flunk 
you, but with a black eye to 
show for it. 
'CANCER: 
A warm Eskimo will approach 
you with an indecent proposal. 
Take it! You will win much 
praise, and you will grow fat cna 
cold. 
VIRGO: 
Soon the view that 'Virtue is 
its own reward' will manifest 
itself vividly to your lover. 
Rebuke a friend, buy some 
artichokes and enjoy the good 
life. 
LIBRA: 
Flirtation and success loom 
behind you. Reverses will follow 
in the days ahead, so move 
forward slowly and don't look 
back lest the future return to 
haunt you. 
SCORPIO: 
You lost your stinger 
somewhere last night. But, be of 
stout heart for campus 
ding-a-lings may give themselves 
away and your stinger back. 
(Euphemism indeed!) 
SAGITARIUS: 
Tonight you will become the 
centaur of attraction among 
hated friends. They have what 
you want and will get it. Try to 
eat a little salmagundi in the 
This is definitely not your evening. 
day, for you are feeling out of 
sequence - and you.'re right for CAPRICORN: 
a change. 
GEMINI: 
Listen, you two .. .it's time to 
grow up. So get hold of 
yourselves and quit getting 
Auspicious illuminations will 
cast a dark shadow on your sales 
appeal in the morning. In the 
evening you should recoup 
earlier losses by writing a pen pal 
letter to the eu.nuch of your 
choice. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Production of Rollins Players- "ANYTHING GOES" 
A light-hearted musical written by Cole Porter in 1934. 
Annie Russell Theatre 
Monday, Nov. 1, 1971, is FTU night 
75 cents - exclusively for FTU students 
Florida State Theatres -- Tickets good any time at any Florida State 
Theatre. Price 75 cents. 
Now showing: 
Colony. "BANANAS" Directed by Woody Allen 
Plaza. "MAN AND BOY" starring Bill Cosby 
Beacham . "DOCTOR ZHIVAGO" starring Omar Shariff and Julie 
Christie 
Sebastian's Dinner Theatre 
"THE LITTLE HUT" ·· spicy French comedy 
Dinner served from 7:00 p.m. Play at 8:40 p.m. 
Price $4.00 any day including dinner 
$2.00 Tues. - Thurs. excluding dinner 
Closed Monday 
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE 
Fu TU re . October 22, 1971 
Subsidies --~----~-------i· VC Bizarre Bazaar 
'Lan·ci Grant . To Include Art Sale 
· (Continued from Page. I) {Car.uinu~ct trp..m {'age .'lr) 
. · south and west of the-campus· at a 
sold stnctly .on a first-~ome, faculty dinner during October 
first-served b~1s,. but al~ will be 1970. Millican admitted then that 
reserved s~ats, said Adam1c. . "something like that is in the 
Accordmg to Sa~try ~he Florida works" but nothing further was 
State Theatres (which include the . d 
Plaza Rocking Chair, Colony and sa1No decisions have been made on 
~eacham) hav~ agreed to supply future use of the land. It is not 
tickets to SG m .groups of 4.00 at anticipated that any sizable 
th_e rate of $1 apiece. These tickets structures will be built on the land, 
will be resold to students, after a b t that it most likely will become 
further discount, for 75 cents each. au recreational area for the 
SG, under the new. subsid~es university community. 
program, has also negotiated w!th Tests and an inventory of plant 
Sebastian's Dinner Theatre, which and animal life in the area are now 
will supply tickets to students at being undertaken by the FTU 
substantial discounts. "Stu.dents biology department. According to 
will be able to purchase tickets Millican, the property represents "a 
through Student Gov?rnm~nt at the living laboratory" for the 
cost of $4 for showmgs six days a university. 
week (this includes dinner and the 
show) and for $2 on weekdar,s (t~is 
includes the show only), said 
Adamic. 
"Sebastian's has tentatively 
agreed to give us even larger 
discounts on tickets," said San try. 
"They have plans to move in about 
.six weeks, and will go to a buffet 
type set-up, which should allow a 
substantial increase in the discount 
now available." 
A third agreement has been made 
with the Park Twin Theatres. SG 
will purchase tickets in groups at a 
rate of $4 for $6 worth of tickets. 
The bill creating the subsidy 
program was presented for first 
reading last Thursday, rules were 
waived allowing second reading on 
the same day and the bill was 
passed unanimously after being 
amended to place a $1,000 ceiling 
Campus 
~ Glan<es 
YOGA CLASS 
About 60 · persons attended the 
first regular meeting of Yoga Class 
last Monday night, and because of 
the response, a larger room is being 
sought for future classes. 
on any single expenditure. However, no new room was 
Other organizations approached found for this Monday's class, so it 
by SG include the Daytona will still be held in GC 216 at 7:30 
International Speedway, the p.m. The course, taught by Harry 
Florida Symphony Association and Byrd, is in kundalini yoga, which 
Streep's Music. incorporates all disciplines of yoga 
According to Adamic, SG is now and emphasizes breath control. The 
in need of someone to handle ticket class is noncompetitive and 
sales at the SG offices for the new emphasizes self-development. 
program. "This is a part-time paid 
position," said Adamic:'and anyone The class is open to all 
interested should contact either me individuals and is free. Byrd 
or Frank Santry at the SG offices." suggests wearing light and loose 
'lickets for all the programs clothing, bringing a blanket, and 
currently negotiated will be either postponing dinner until after 
available at the SG offices on the class or eating a light meal such as 
second floor of the Library soup two hours before class. 
beginning Monday. 
The Bizarre Bazaar planned for 
December is now expanded to a 
Bazaar and Art Auction 
cosponsored by the College of· 
Education and Village Center.· 
The Bazaar will be Wednesday 
and Thursday, Dec. 1 and 2, from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m., at the Village Center 
main desk, and the auction will be 
Thursday, Dec. 2, from 11 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. at the Village Center 
Patio. Richard Cornell, director of 
instructional media, will be 
auctioneer. 
Art works and crafts, as 
originally planned, will come from 
students faculty and staff who 
want to 'sell their works. All articles 
must be turned into the Village 
Center main desk by Monday, Nov. 
29. Artists are now being given the 
·option of having 25 per cent of the 
sale price donated to the FTU 
FouQ.dation, or of taking the full 
sale price . 
The Village Center is making no 
charge for the service, and will not 
be taking any commission from the 
sales. The Foundation Fund will be 
receiving $9 in matching funds for 
each dollar contributed from the 
,bazaar and auctioned. 
FREE 
HOMEMADE 
ICE CREAM 
with a Burger and Fries 
at 
THE STONE 
Friday, Oct. 22-29 
You don't have to be 21. 
Next to Ramada Inn 
on Flo. 50 
CARNABY 
t~~Super Dynamite 
FLARE & BELL SALE 
\ , 
\ I t 
\. I 
i~J 
$599 & $799 { ~ ~~ 
.Yt!i?J 
UP TO 50% Off 
VALUES TO $16°0 
COLONIAL PLAZA MALL ORLANDO MIRACLE CITY . MALL TITUSVILLE 
